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Overview
You may think Microsoft Office 365 has your data
protected, but in reality, you’re going to have to do
more to ensure you’re covered. In a world where
the cloud is always on, you need to make sure your
data is also available. When it comes to Office 365,
you need to be aware of the limitations of Microsoft
provides with its productivity service.

Context

Noah Gamache discussed the backup limitations provided by Microsoft with Office 365 and how you can
backup your exchange data so that it is always available.

Key Takeaways

Microsoft Is Not Your Backup Solution Provider
The information is available when you have an internet connection and you have a connection to Microsoft’s
services, and all of your credentials are properly authenticating.
Microsoft is in charge of the uptime of the Office 365 environment, but they are not in charge of the long-term
data retention.
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Why You Need an Office 365 Backup Solution

When it comes to why you may need an Office 365 backup solution, there are many different use cases for
needing the ability to pull out historical content that would traditionally not be backed up by Microsoft with
Office 365 including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Accidental deletion
Retention policy confusion/gaps
Malicious insiders/departing employees
External threats (hacking / rogue apps)
Outages

Retention Policies

While Microsoft does store your data, their retention policies for deleted, spam, and outgoing employees is
typically much shorter than most organizations require for compliance purposes. For your specific industry, it is
important to understand how Microsoft’s data retention policies will impact your operations.
When an item is deleted, you only have 30 days to recover that content before it is deleted permanently.

Installing Backup for Microsoft Office 365

Installation of Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365 is designed to be flexible and can run in any location with
a Windows box or virtual machine; it can also be installed in AWS or Azure; all that is needed is Windows and
an Internet connection.
After installing, you will need to select a target location where the content will be stored for long term retention.

What’s new in Version 1.5

Veeam Backup for Office 365 is currently released as version 1.5 but version 2.0 will arrive in the future. Here
is what is new in the latest, publicly available release, of Office 365 backup:
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•

Increased scalability: A multi-repository, multi-tenant architecture
enabling protection of large Office 365 deployments with a single
installation while also empowering service provider to deliver Office
365 backup services.

•

Powerful automation and self-service restore: Comprehensive
automation with full PowerShell and RESTful API support for all
functionality as well as self-service restore for service provider’s
customers to minimize management overhead, improve recovery times
and reduce costs.

•

Expanded platform support: Including protecting data in public folders,
deeper integration for hybrid email deployments, and extended support
to include Office 365 U.S. Government (DoD and non-DoD), Office 365
Germany and Office 365 China.

Demonstration of the software:

Noah demonstrated how this software can simplify the backup process of
your Office 365 data. An overview of the software was provided during the
webinar including looking at retention policies, how to manually backup
specific mail boxes, and how to restore data.

Coming Soon Features:

With the next release of the software, SharePoint Online and OneDrive of
Business content will be included in this product.

Additional Information

Download Free Trial: A free 3-month license is available Veeam Backup
for Microsoft Office 365 that has no limitations on features and will install in
minutes.
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